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DCI Data Centers Announce New Brookfield Ownership
DCI Data Centers (DCI) is pleased to announce new ownership under Brookfield
Infrastructure (“Brookfield”) after the completion of a sale process in January 2019.
DCI is the owner-operator of wholesale and retail data center assets in Australia.
It has a highly-capable regional management team who remain committed to its
Sydney and Adelaide data centers.
DCI will continue its operations focusing on hyperscale data center solutions and its
business strategy of acquisitions and organic expansion of its portfolio in the Asia
Pacific market, where cloud based services are rapidly growing.
“We are delighted to have the support of Brookfield who are experienced owners
and operators of assets globally. DCI remains dedicated to delivering a high-quality
data center platform and is focused on providing our customers with best-in-class
data center solutions. We look forward to working alongside Brookfield to create
hyperscale campus opportunities in the Asia Pacific region,” said Spencer Mullee,
CEO, DCI Data Centers.
About DCI
DCI Data Centers is a highly-experienced wholesale data center provider.
We serve enterprises, Internet and cloud service providers and telecom companies
by delivering highly secure and redundant wholesale data center facilities of
10,000m2 (100,000 SF) or more that are certified for compliance with industry
leading certification programs.
The mission of DCI Data Centers is to give our customers the most secure, reliable
and best wholesale data center experience anywhere. We provide high-density
power in low density customer environments. Our centers are typically 1-3 total
customers over multiple data halls.
About Brookfield
DCI was acquired by Brookfield Infrastructure and its institutional partners. DCI
is a portfolio company of Brookfield Infrastructure, a leading global infrastructure
asset manager that owns and operates high-quality, long-life assets in the utilities,
transport, energy and data infrastructure sectors across North and South America,
Asia Pacific and Europe.
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